Cultural Diversity in Action

Duration: 2 hours
Facilitators: Helen Quin (International Student Support Officer), Chris McDermott (Lead Chaplain), Natalie Sacks (Student Voice Manager – Student Union).

Overview:
As part of One World Week, Organisational Development are collaborating with Student Experience and the Student Union to deliver a new workshop that brings intercultural challenges - and their solutions - to life

Who is it for?
All University of Sussex and Student Union staff who work with international staff and/or students at the University

Programme:
In this fully interactive session delegates will engage in experiential learning using the BaFa’ BaFa’ intercultural learning tool. The workshop will:

- Build awareness of how cultural differences can profoundly impact staff and students
- Allow participants to examine their own bias and focus on how they perceive differences
- Examine how stereotypes are developed, barriers created, and misunderstandings magnified
- Identify diversity issues and work on solutions to address them